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NCR 2186 Compact (2186-6500-9090)
NCR RealPOS Compact Cash Drawer (Class 2186)
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 90.82 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 19.07 €

Product details:
Product code: 2186-6500-9090
EAN:
Manufacturer: NCR

109.89 €

Product is discontinued. You
can not order it anymore.

* VAT included
- Black Metal Compact Cash Drawer with Euro/Canada till
- Includes a 4 bill compartment and an 8 coin cup till, and six (6) keys.
The 2186 Compact Cash Drawer includes features such as multifunction locks and drawer status reporting usually
found in more expensive cash drawers. The 2186 is a cost effective choice that doesn't compromise quality or
dependability.
- Robust steel construction with rust resistant bonderized finish
- Roller Bearing - The roller bearing suspension system provides long lasting performance.
- Latch Ejection Mechanism - Tested over one million cycles to ensure a longer lasting drawer.
- MultiPro ® Interface - This interface not only adapts to NCR's POS solutions but other
competitor's POS platforms as well.
- Intermittent-duty Solenoid with a fly-back diode
- Drawer-sensing Switch to signal back to host when the cash drawer is open.
- Dual Media Slots
- Stainless Steel front plate
- Till options: 5 bill and 5 coin compartments / 4 Bill and 8 coin compartments
- High capacity, adjustable coin cups
- Removable till/insert
- Optional lockable medal till lid
- Plastic bill clips
- Two media slots
- 24 volt interface
- 3 position key lock (lock, operate and manual open). Standard lock is #235.
- Cash drawer micro-switch to sense drawer open status
- A 5-foot long cable with an RJ45 modular plug at one end connects to the drawer. The other end is terminated with the
proper connector to interface to the terminal.
- All drawers include cable and appropriate till. Till lids are not included with any drawer.
Main specifications:

Technical details
Housing material:
Colour of product:
Number of coin compartments:

Steel
Black
8

Weight & dimensions
Width:
Depth:
Height:
Weight:

Features

411 mm
414 mm
109 mm
12300 g

Lockable lid:

Y

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

